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1. Trajectory Planning for Intelligent Robotic and Mechatronic Systems

Trajectory planning is a crucial and challenging problem for research on intelligent
robotic and mechatronic systems, which play a pivotal role in modern manufacturing
processes, and especially within the framework of Industry 4.0 [1]. Indeed, in every robotic
application, it is required to define not only a path, but also a motion law that can guarantee
a feasible and safe operation of the system according to the requirements of the task and the
limits of the robot [2]. Many approaches to the problem of trajectory planning have been
developed and investigated in the literature, with applications that span from industrial,
collaborative and, more in general, autonomous and intelligent robotic and mechatronic
systems [3,4].

The motion law of a robotic system can be planned by considering different goals.
The design of a proper motion law can be evaluated, for instance, in relation to the en-
ergy consumption of a robotic or mechatronic system, and, therefore, optimal trajectories
can be determined based on the best performance of the robot in terms of time-energy
consumption [5–7]. Another interesting field of application is that of vibration reduc-
tion. Indeed, many automatic machines and mechatronic applications require smooth
and jerk-limited trajectories during the prescribed operation [8–10]. Moreover, emerging
scenarios of industrial robotics, such as collaborative robotics and human–robot interaction,
demand advanced strategies for the planning of robot trajectories to ensure smoothness,
safety, and fluency during the execution of a task for a robot working alongside a human
operator [11–13]. Finally, the trajectory planning for robotic and mechatronic systems is
also tightly coupled with the motion control problem of such systems to guarantee high
performance in the execution of the demanded motion law [14,15].

In this Special Issue, we invited researchers to contribute with original works and re-
view articles related to trajectory planning for intelligent mechatronic systems, autonomous
machines, industrial and collaborative manipulators, as well as mobile and reconfigurable
robots. Original research papers on these themes have been sought, with a focus on both
theoretical investigations and real-world applications on these topics.

Suitable topics included, but were not restricted to, the following: path and trajectory
planning, dynamic modelling, energy efficiency, vibration suppression, smooth trajectories,
motion profile optimization, motion control, intelligent robotic and mechatronic systems,
collaborative robotics, and motion planning for human–robot interaction.

2. Special Issue

This Special Issue collects papers in open-access format on a broad number of aspects
of trajectory planning for intelligent robotic and mechatronic systems introduced above.
The call for the Special Issue “Trajectory Planning for Intelligent Robotic and Mechatronic
Systems” received 15 manuscripts, 12 of which were accepted for publication. In most of the
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articles, numerical simulations are corroborated by experimental results. The contributions
are listed below in order of publication.

Contribution 1 presents a research study on the trajectory and operational performance
of a wheel loader automatic shoveling. A test platform for the operational performance
of loaders is developed, and nine parallel shoveling trajectories of different depths are
designed and compared in terms of total time, fuel and energy consumption, as well as
operation resistance.

In Contribution 2, the authors describe the implementation and experimental val-
idation of an obstacle avoidance algorithm using the UR5e robot. An error analysis of
simulation and experiments allows one to conclude that the developed approach was
effectively applied to a real collaborative robotic system, exhibiting behavior similar to
what simulations predicted.

Another work dealing with a collaborative robotic application can be found in Contri-
bution 3, where a bin-picking task is enhanced to achieve a successful and fluent collab-
oration between human and robot. Experimental results show that the use of a robot in
collaboration with a human operator can be particularly useful to overcome typical bin
picking failures and to improve the fault tolerance of the system, increasing its flexibility
and reducing down times.

The authors of the paper in Contribution 4 illustrate the application of a motion profile
with elliptic jerk to the Cartesian space position control of serial robots. A SCARA-like
manipulator with four degrees of freedom (DOFs) and elastic balancing is considered,
and both integer-order and fractional-order controllers are applied to simulate the behavior
of the robot using the elliptic jerk profile.

The influence of joint stiffness and motion time on the trajectories of underactuated
robots is analyzed in Contribution 5. More in detail, trajectories for a 3-DOF robot moving
in the horizontal plane with two actuators and a torsional spring are planned, and com-
binations of torsional stiffness and motion time that minimize the motion torques or the
swept area are discussed.

The paper in Contribution 6 provides a comprehensive review on use of reinforcement
learning for dynamic obstacle avoidance and path planning algorithms. Publications from
the last 5 years (2018–2022) are collected and analyzed to evaluate the latest trends in mobile
robotics using reinforcement learning, including a discussion on performance metrics and
research gaps in this field.

In Contribution 7, an approach for frame-based slip detection for an underactuated
robotic gripper for assistance of users with disabilities is presented. The proposed method
effectively handles common issues associated with purely vision-based slip detection
methods, such as optical path occlusion or compliant objects, showing high performance in
terms of accuracy and robustness against changes of the environment.

Contribution 8 proposes a technique for positioning applications that involves em-
ploying a platform subjected to planar oscillations along circular, elliptical, and complex
trajectories. Dynamic and mathematical models of the motion of a small object on the
platform were developed to investigate the motion characteristics of the part by controlling
frequency and amplitude of the excitation force.

In Contribution 9, different learning methods based on artificial neural networks
are examined to replace the default speed controller for high-precision position control
and drift attenuation in robotic manipulators. Experimental tests on a UR5 robot yield to
comparable results with respect to the classical controller, showing the feasibility of the
proposed approach without the need for tuning the controller parameters.

Furthermore, in Contribution 10 a virtual force control for a six-axis robotic arm is
developed using both traditional mathematical modeling and machine learning techniques
in the implementation of the dynamic model of the manipulator. The proposed position
and force hybrid controller is based on a Raspberry Pi board with a real-time kernel,
demonstrating the fulfillment of the motion control requirements with a low-cost device.
The virtual force sensor is also used to detect collisions with the human operator.
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The work in Contribution 11 aims at developing a trajectory planning approach to
avoid collisions for a SCARA robotic manipulator in the context of collaborative robotics.
The authors show that the proposed approach based on topological path planning is a
collision-free, deterministic, and predictable route planning method with superior perfor-
mance with respect to alternative approaches, e.g., based on probabilistic roadmap methods
or on generalized Voronoi diagrams.

Finally, in Contribution 12 the authors propose a novel method for designing motion
profiles utilizing a sinusoidal jerk model to generate fast and smooth trajectories charac-
terized by low vibrations. Differently from previous studies, an analytical optimization
procedure for the profile parameters is introduced to minimize both the motion duration
and the excitation frequency contents. Numerical and experimental results on a linear axis
show the effectiveness of the proposed method in comparison with alternative strategies in
terms of smoothness and vibration attenuation.

The presented contributions collectively explore diverse dimensions of trajectory plan-
ning for intelligent robotic and mechatronic systems. To summarize, Contributions 1, 4 and
5 delve into trajectory planning and control strategies for robotic manipulators, empha-
sizing factors like operational performance, motion profiles, and joint stiffness influences.
Contributions 2 and 11 address the challenges of obstacle avoidance and collision-free
trajectory planning in collaborative robotic applications. In the same context, the virtual
force sensor presented in Contribution 10 is used to detect collision with the body of the
human operator working alongside the robot. Contributions 3 and 7 focus on enhancing
collaboration between humans and robots in specific tasks, such as bin-picking and slip
detection for a robotic gripper. Contributions 6 and 9 explore the integration of artificial in-
telligence, with a focus on reinforcement learning and artificial neural networks, to improve
dynamic obstacle avoidance, path planning, and position control in robotic systems. Finally,
Contributions 8 and 12 explore the effects of motion design on mechanical vibrations.

3. Final Remarks

As technology advances, the vision for trajectory planning in intelligent robotic and
mechatronic systems is evolving towards more sophisticated and adaptive solutions. The in-
tegration of artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques opens new avenues for
optimizing trajectory planning algorithms. Future developments may emphasize real-time
adaptability to dynamic environments, enhanced collision avoidance strategies, and im-
proved coordination in multi-robot systems. The trajectory planning field aims to create
frameworks that not only ensure precision and efficiency, but also consider the inher-
ent complexities of real-world scenarios. With the continued integration of cutting-edge
technologies, the trajectory planning field will play a pivotal role in the advancement of
autonomous robotics and mechatronic applications.

This Special Issue contains valuable research works focused on the trajectory planning
for intelligent mechatronic and robotic systems, covering a wide area of applications. This
collection demonstrates the high level of research interest in these topics, as well as the
potential for future developments. We sincerely hope that this Special Issue on “Trajectory
Planning for Intelligent Robotic and Mechatronic Systems” will be a useful resource for
academics and researchers working on these topics.
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